50 YEARS OF STRENGTH, DIGNITY, & HOPE.

Susan Baumgaertel, President, Board of Directors
Lynn Behar, Chair, Advisory Board
Fifty years is a long stretch of time and it is especially long for a grassroots community based non-profit. To mark such an incredible milestone is daunting! You don’t reach 50 without a lot of hard work, a little luck and having an unfathomable number of individuals to thank for helping you get that far. But it is an impossible task to capture all the names of the countless beautiful souls who have reached out over the years providing leadership, donations, and so much effort. So, today, I won’t attempt the impossible and attempt to call folks out by name, I will just say THANK YOU. Whatever your part is in our history, we are incredibly grateful for your contributions because it made us who we are today. We are also grateful for every misstep and error along the way. Cancer Lifeline is a strong, intentional, thoughtful non-profit organization that exists to improve the quality of life for those impacted by a cancer diagnosis. It is an agency that pushes past our mistakes and obstacles to ensure that our mission, our promise, is applied to all people impacted by a cancer diagnosis, regardless of your race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, financial means, or politics.

In these pages we’ll capture a few of the many highlights of our organization’s history. We’ll share key milestones, and more about our founder, Gloria Gutowski. We’ve included our key stats from 2022, too, and highlight our most recent donors and sponsors who continue to help ensure we can do this good work.

Our mission at Cancer Lifeline has been to improve the quality of life for those impacted by cancer. It’s a mission we strive towards and succeed at every day. I’m so proud of our amazing community of volunteers, Board Directors, Advisory Board members, donors, sponsors and staff and grateful to all of you. You work hard, you work smart, yet you lead with your heart and you are so generous and kind. You make it possible to envision another 50 years should Cancer Lifeline need to be around.

I also want to thank our daily inspiration: Every cancer patient, survivor, caregiver, family member & friend of those impacted by a cancer diagnosis. Your path has been daunting and one you likely never imagined. It has meant so much to our team to have your trust and to walk beside you in your journey for however long you need us.

Joseph Yurgevich
Executive Director

GRATITUDE

Cancer Lifeline | 50 YEARS
OUR FOUNDER

Over fifty years ago, a young, Filipina American mother, Gloria Gutkowski, was diagnosed with breast cancer. She had surgery and endured harsh radiation and chemotherapy treatments. She was informed the cancer had metastasized and that her prognosis was not good. Despite having a loving family and many friends, Gloria wanted someone to talk to who truly understood her fears. Like many mothers and wives, Gloria didn’t want to be a burden to those she cared for and had an innate understanding that those she cared for didn’t really understand what she was experiencing. She felt the need to talk to someone who truly understood what it meant to be faced with a life-threatening diagnosis, and she needed that support outside of a pre-scheduled appointment. There were no other options.

Gloria set out to change that, and in 1973, she did. With assistance, counsel, and support of her oncology team, and her husband Ed Gutkowski, Cancer Lifeline was founded.

Today, Cancer Lifeline continues to provide free supportive services to cancer patients, survivors, caregivers, families, and friends. Most of Cancer Lifeline’s programs and services are now virtual to best meet the needs of our community and remove barriers.

Cancer Lifeline’s programs are open to all and include:

- Over 25 Professionally Facilitated Support Groups
- Mental Health Counseling
- Classes on Nutrition, Creative Expression, Stress Reduction & Management, Exercise & Movement, and more
- Emotional support and resource referral through our Telephone Lifeline and Lifeline Chat
- Direct financial assistance
- Workshops and other supportive offerings

Cancer Lifeline prioritizes the non-medical side of cancer and focuses on quality-of-life services. These programs help to reduce feelings of isolation, anxiety, and stress while strengthening coping skills. They also provide education on cancer related issues and help create a sense of community through shared experiences. Cancer Lifeline takes a personalized approach because each person and cancer journey is unique and no one should go through cancer alone.

The caring, listening, and support has continued without pause since 1973 and is the heart of what Cancer Lifeline does every day.
OUR HISTORY

1970'S

• Cancer Lifeline is founded by breast cancer survivor Gloria Gutkowski to ensure that cancer patients could access emotional support.

• Cancer Lifeline begins as a telephone lifeline, providing emotional support and a listening ear to cancer patients.

• Cancer Lifeline affiliates with Family & Child Services and receives United Way funding.

1980'S

• The telephone Lifeline expands statewide with a 1-800 number.

• Family Support Program is launched to provide emotional support to cancer patients and their children.

• Workplace consultation service is launched.

Gloria Gutkowski, Dorothy & Robert O'Brien, Ed Gutkowski

Lifeline Volunteer

Family Support Program with Ellen Zahlis
1990'S

- Cancer Lifeline becomes an independent agency.
- Cancer Lifeline moves into the Dorothy S. O’Brien Center in Greenwood.
- Stress Management workshops and exercise programs launched.
- Healing Arts program established.
- Published first Cancer Lifeline cookbook.

2000'S

- Executive Director Barbara Frederick retires after 22 years at Cancer Lifeline.
- Began partnership with Valley Medical Center and programming with Evergreen Health.
- Held first support groups.
- Began administering the Patience Financial Assistance Fund.
In 2020, due to the coronavirus all classes were moved online. Participation numbers skyrocketed. Began partnership with Swedish.

A new support group was launched to serve Black, Indigenous, and People of Color.

Launched Young Adult Caregiver support groups.

Cancer Lifeline began offering free mental health counseling sessions for cancer patients with limited financial means or inadequate insurance coverage.

2010'S

- Joseph Yurgevich is promoted to Executive Director position.
- Expanded partnerships with local hospitals and medical centers:
  - Overlake Hospital
  - Seattle Proton Therapy Center
  - Virginia Mason Medical Center
  - Highline Medical Center (now St. Anne Hospital)
- Released revised edition of The Cancer Lifeline Cookbook.

2020'S (SO FAR)

- In 2020, due to the coronavirus all classes were moved online. Participation numbers skyrocketed.
- Began partnership with Swedish.
- A new support group was launched to serve Black, Indigenous, and People of Color.
- Launched Young Adult Caregiver support groups.
- Cancer Lifeline began offering free mental health counseling sessions for cancer patients with limited financial means or inadequate insurance coverage.
2022 IMPACT

- Served over 8,000 patients, survivors, caregivers, and family members affected by cancer.
- Provided 1,045 low-income cancer patients with financial assistance.
- Provided over 300 support group meetings.
- Provided 118 clients with free mental health counseling.
- 21% of counseling program participants were black, indigenous, or people of color.
- 1053 donors gave generously to support our programs.
- 70 volunteers dedicated time to support Cancer Lifeline and its programs.

- 23,419 points of service to those impacted by a cancer diagnosis through support groups, classes, and more.
WHO WE SERVE

IDENTIFIED GENDER

- Female 64%
- Male 35%
- Non-Binary 1%

AGE

- 18-24 1%
- 25-34 7%
- 34-44 11%
- 45-54 17%
- 55-64 28%
- Under 18 2%
- 65+ 34%

COUNTY OF RESIDENCE

- King 62%
- Snohomish 20%
- Pierce 14%
- Watcom 2%
- Thurston 3%
- Kitsap 7%

FINANCIALS

YEAR ENDING DEC 31, 2022

REVENUE

- Contributions/ Special Events $1,186,793
- Program Services $291,457
- Other Income (including net investment income) $(137,583)
- Total Revenue $1,340,667

EXPENSES

- Program $1,240,626
- General Admin $168,013
- Fundraising $274,715
- Total Expenses $1,683,354

ASSETS

- Net Assets - Beginning of Year $2,642,318
- Net Assets - End of Year $2,299,631
- Change in Net Assets $342,687
CURRENT BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Susan Baumgaertel, MD, President
Annie Zilius, Vice-President
Bobby Gentry, Treasurer
Easter Ho, ND, Secretary
Wade Black
Deanna Bordeman
Tiffany Courtnage
Joanna Diallo
Susan Drummond
Steven Gerlock
Reetu Ghumman
Benjamin Hicks
Chris Olson
Kathy Porada
Katie Richey
Margot Saharic
Rachelle Willis
Elizabeth Zech

CURRENT ADVISORY BOARD
Lynn Behar
Monica Adams
Anita Braker
Jerilyn Brusseau
Suzie Burke
Jane Cantrell Caron
Grace Christ
Jan Dalrymple
Lisa Dawson
David Drews
Judy Ellis
Nancy Evans
Jason Filippini
Susan Finneran
Debbie Girdler
Ed Gutkowski
Janet Hahn
Wanda Herndon
Sandi Johnson
Bill MacDonald
Nate Miles
Jeannie Nordstrom
Cathy O’Rear
Patty Payne
Judy Petersen
Jane Repensek
Laurie Rosen Ritt
Steve Ross
David Stanley
Peggy Sturdivant
Marian Svinth
Deidra Wager

HOSPITAL PARTNERS
Evergreen, Halvorson Cancer Center
Overlake Hospital & Medical Center
SCCA Proton Therapy Center
St. Anne Cancer Center
Swedish Cancer Center
Valley Medical Center
Virginia Mason Franciscan Health

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world; indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has.”
-Margaret Mead
Our sponsors take a leadership role in making our fundraising events possible. We are grateful for their support.

IN KIND SPONSORS

Astor Electric, Ian & Laura MacNeil - Glass Vodka, Metropolitan Market
One Dog Media, Piranha Productions
2022 DONORS & GRANTORS

$50,000+
Lynn and Howard Behar
Jeanie and Bruce Nordstrom
David & Patricia Giuliann
Family Foundation
Anonymous

$25,000 - $49,999
R & H Hitchman Charitable Trust
Monica Adams
Costco Wholesale
Richard & Francine Loeb
Family Foundation
Schultz Family Foundation
Anonymous

$10,000 $24,999
Jennifer Evans and Darin Kudrina
Pamela and Michael Choven
Millin Fine Gift Fund
Susan Baumgarten, MD
The Sheri and Les Biler
Family Foundation
Cathy and Bob O’Rear
The Foster Foundation

$5,000 $9,999
Anita Braker and Dave Olsen
DeeAnn & David Burman
Exelixis, Inc
Scott and Kim Armstrong
Helin Stusser and Ed Almquist
Morgantown Family Gift Fund
Marlan Sakhv
Rick & Joaens & Deidra Wagner
Chuck Hammond
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center
Janet and Daril Hahn
Dr. Stella Desyatniko
BNSF Railway Foundation
Bret & Hanna Richheimer
Jarrod Hack
Jessica & Todd Jacobs
Molly Nordstrom
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe
Nancy and Dan Evans
RossAnn Williams
Safeco Liberty Mutual
Seattle Genetics
The Cary and Carol Milgard Family Foundation

$1,000 $4,999
Rhachelle Willis
Susan Drummond
Gaye and Jim Pigott
Lisa Dawson
Windermere Foundation
Linda Wood
April Adams
Jessica Adair
Wanda Herndon
Pamela Krueger
Rinne Foundation
Beverly and Alden Harris
Freestone Capital
Judy D. Anderson
Steven and Patricia Haven Fleischmann
Carmen and Carver Gayton
Tulalip Tribes Charitable Fund
Joseph Yurgevich
Kathleen Shannon Dorcy, PhD, RN, FAAN
Neha Nairya
Annie Zillius
David and Konnie Drews
Debby and Paul Brainerd
Debbie and Rick Powell
Fern & Jerome Schwartz
Joanne and Matthew Loscalzo
Sandi and Lee Lemon
Stephen Lockwood
Susan and Frank Finneran
Trish Priest
Vu Pham
Dr. Eric Holland
Julie Nordstrom
YB Choi
Peggy Sturdivant
& Writing for the Moment Group
Tom and Shellee Goellitz
Judy Ellis and Carl Umschneider
Daniel and Clare LaFond
Eli Lilly and Co.
Suzanne Burke
Tom and Mary Herche
Tsering Yuthok
J'May & Fred Rivara
Kristi and Jon Dwight
Joanna Diallo

$1,000 $4,999 cont.
Steven Gerlock
James and Julie Sun
Grace Christ
Bethany Murphy
Jane Reposek
Sanford & Cynthia Levy
Jeanie Alhadef
Meryl and Peter Shier
Jane Caron
Charlene Blethen
Janet and David Schumacher
Jody Foster and John Ryan
Royal Bank of Canada
Sean O’Leary
Michelle and Dennis Wilkins
Jan and Laura MacNeil
David Stanley
Harry Alan Caraco
Colleen Hayward
David & Becky Schroeder
Douglas Rosen
Karli Vajii, MD and Jon Maypark
Kelli Ball
Quida & Holly Smith-Hemingsway
Pamela and Thomas Allen
Bob & Michelle
Larry Asher and Marcia Dare
Coleon Glessen
Daniel Flickinger
Eric Taylor and Sheena Aebig
Jill & Doug Roll
Stacey Ravetta
Suzanne Hiltman
Alan Rosen
Ann Holbrook
Annette and Jim Alling
Barbara & Howard Woliner
Charles Martin and Mary Anne Stusser
Dan Moore & Carter Pence
Donald and Jo Anne Rosen
Ellen and Karl Zahals
Gladyss Campbell
Gregory Hakim
Heather Kroll and Kevin Ruddell
Jean and Bill Higgins
John Buckingham
Jul Virginia
Katharyn Alvord Gerlich
Lenette and Jim Peterson
Laurie Black
Linda and Martin Cheever
Little Mountain Foundation
Marleen and Kenny Alhadef
Mary Kay O’Neill
Nancy and Kendall Centräu
Nancy Campbell & William Hockemeyer
Nina Zingale and Jerry Meyer
Peter and Shannon van Opden
Rosalie and Evan Westerberg
Seattle Bank
Soundmark Wealth Management
Steven Goodman
Susan Folk and Eric Feldman
Tom and Cate Bursch
Wileen and Douglas Klan
William and Janice Bright
William and Jean Rosen

$500 to $999
Elizabeth Zech
Craig McFarlane
Phyllis and Byron Ginnness
Judy Petersen and Rick Taber
Frontstream
Yingyi He
Scott and Nicola Davies
Dianne Gissman and Marvin Yamaguchi
James Lomas
Clenda West
Lynne Madrigal
Sandra Schumann
Sue and Pat Yang
Baird Private Wealth Management
Mary Ellen and Roger Shands
Cathy Taketsa
Denise Krouse and Richard Strickland
Barbara Kotsogean and Steven Hoekstra
Chris Olson
Clifford & Sherry Olson
Steve Gray
Alison and Thomas Eckels
Hillary MacCilliway
Jan and Bob Dalrymple
Natalie K. Silvestri
Miri Gilman
Karen and Peter Wickstrand
Wade Black
Della Henriksen
Donna K Murphy
Fredda Goldfard
Heide Lankelt
Holly McKinley
Jason & Catherine Filippini
John & Renee Remery
Lane Williams and Debra Synovec

$500 to $999 cont.
Robert & Carol Hille
Mary Grosser
AAA Fire Protection
Erica Ash
Frank Denman
Gabe Russell
George and Jeanie Stewart
Karen McGruther
Katie and Bill Terek
Marc Greenough
Marcelle O’Connell
Mary Grace
Theron and Terry Cole
Tiffany & Ian Courtman
Christopher Melmanzon and
Meghan Melmanzon
Anne Echols
Bill and Diana MacDonald
Brian Ciddens and Steven Rogiv
Brooke & Mike Walker
C. James Jensen
Carolyn and Stephen Graves
Charlette Merritt
Chris Guiry
Connie and Gus Kravas
Deborah Dillard and Ed Parks, Jr.
Edwina Uehara
Ethel and Bob Story
Greenwood OHiLlud
Henry Li
Jan and Fred Tompkins
Joan Montgomery and Dean Hachamovitch
Joan Ostendorff
Joanna Lokhamp
Linda & Brown Yue
Lisa and Bob Low
Lisa Verone
Lissa Wyckoff Dickinson
Liz Hunt and Benn Schreiber
Lynn Thomas
Maggie Miller
Marian Forman
Marilyn Evans
Mary and Thomas Dahlgren
Maryanne Lu
Mike Mehlsted
Nancy Cohen and Stephen Page
Nancy Edquist
Nikole R O'Bryan
Patricia Britton
Peter Grant
Richard Wild, MD
Robin Miller and Martin Samuels
Robin Schley
Sandi Smith
Stephanie Steppe
Stephanie Zaratie
Stephen Whitner
Steve Ross and Christine Epserseth
Tony and Ann Sepanski
Vhantip Bhokayasupatt

IN HONOR OF
Basha Brownstein
Cancer Lifeline
Counseling Services
Dean Moore
Elizabeth Zech
Fred Hutch Staff
Grammy
Janet Piliske
Maryann Tierney
Jeanie Nordstrom
JG Centre
John Norman
Joseph Yurgevich
Linda Malinow, MD

IN MEMORY OF
Allan Sklarie
Annie
Barbara Frederick
Carolyn Werner
Barro Nelson
Caryn Adams
Charles P. Moriarty Jr
Chuy Corona
Clayton Smith
Bob & Clodagh Bloom
Dona Collime
McCary
Elizabeth Wader
Eric Dell Schwartz
Guy J Hurst
Holly Lorah
John C. Tobin
Julie Hilliers
Pat Dargantes
Karen Johnson
Lloyd and Patti Farlee
Lynda Beattie
Margo Wyckoff
Marjorie de Vries-Maddy
Paul Capelsto
Phyllis Knowles
Robert Shibo
Ruth Cihak
Scott Goldberg
Susan Bartels
Suzanne Gannon
Theimea N. Brunnett
Virginia Huber

We have made every effort to list the names of all donors who made a gift of $500 or more between January 1 and December 31, 2022. If your name is not on this list, please call 206-297-2000.
“Although I wish none of us were experiencing these challenging issues around cancer, it is comforting to know that I’m not alone”
- Support Group Attendee

“Cancer Lifeline continues to be a lifeline for me. My health and understanding have improved since I began participating in the exercise programs”
- Exercise & Movement Class Attendee

“The encouragement, support and contact with others is so valuable to my health”
- Presentation & Workshop Attendee